10 Lenses on GOA in Building and Maintaining an Inclusive Organizational
Culture
By Bishop D Thagana
The mission statement of Glory Outreach Assembly (GOA) is to reach out to both the
churched and unchurched peoples of Kenya, East Africa and beyond; seeking to develop
fully mature disciples of Jesus Christ, who worship God and care for His people. By virtue of
our mission, we have for the last 19 years served diverse African tribes and partnered with a
variety of partners from the West.
As the founder of GOA and the current Executive Director, I’ve observed cross-cultural
behavioral patterns that at times left me either confused or complaining. On other occasions,
I’ve been left asking questions such as: Are they truly human? Are they too part of the body
of Christ? I’m sure I have also exhibited behavioral patterns that may have left people from
different cultures from mine asking similar questions.
In the year 2007, GOA’s Leadership had sharp disagreements with cross-cultural workers
especially from the United States. The cause of the disagreements was the different lenses
that each party looked at the same issue. The result was that the cross-cultural workers left
and went back to their Country while the GOA Leadership resolved to decline future crosscultural applications.
This paper will examine how my understanding of the 10 lenses will (or will not) assist me in
building and maintaining an inclusive organizational culture in GOA. I will do so by
addressing issues on both a personal level and the organizational level.
How understanding of the 10 Lenses will assist on a Personal Level
The understanding of the 10 lenses will assist me as the leader of GOA by providing a
framework for me to understand not only what is at my heart’s cultural belief system, but also
of the people that I interact with across cultures. From the study of the 10 lenses, I feel like I
mainly use the integrationist, multiculturalists and Transcendent lenses more than other
lenses. This understanding will greatly help me to increase the possibility of building bridges.
Understanding the lenses of others will also be helpful.
With my integrationist’s lenses, I bring together people from different tribes and East African
nations to Nairobi. Instead of putting them in hotels I insist that they be hosted by church
members in their homes so that they mix, incorporate, and combine. “Integrationists support
breaking down all barriers between racial groups by merging people of different cultures
together in communities and in the workplace” (Williams, 2001). With my understanding of
this lenses, I hope to try to strike a balance between peoples interaction and performing well.
One of GOA’s four vision areas is conflict resolution. Much of my time and resources are
spent resolving conflicts among families, tribes, African and cross cultural workers from the
west. Understanding my lenses and the lenses of others will assist in managing conflicts.
Understanding the 10 lenses is revealing how my multiculturalist’s lenses could cause
conflict, since not everybody values and celebrates diversity. This understanding is helpful to
me in managing my expectations and consequently managing conflict.
Six years ago, some women in my church in Nairobi donated some of their best trousers to
women mission trip that took place in Lodwar among the Turkana tribe. When the trousers

were given to the Turkana women, they took it to be an insult into their womanhood. They
used the same trousers as bags to carry relief food that was being distributed by the women
team from Nairobi. Relationships broke, with the result that the women from Nairobi are no
longer motivated to reach out to the Turkana women. On the other hand some of the
Turkana women left GOA because they interpreted it is an organization where women are
culturally spoilt. Understanding the 10 lenses will assist me in finding common ground in
situations similar to the women mission
The understanding of 10 lenses will help me to improve my Cross Cultural communications.
It has been frustrating at times for me to write an e-mail supposedly with a good intention and
good message only to realize later that what I wrote lowered the motivation of my foreign
donors. Initially I thought it was purely a language barrier but just as Edward Hall observers
that “Language is but one of the ten primary message system that are found in every culture”
(Ligen Felter and Mayers, 2001), it is now clear that the 10 lenses affects communication
more than language alone does. Understanding of these lenses will assist me to be
prepared, and respond to, the behaviour of others and to communicate with greater
confidence, clarity and sensitivity. I will be better able to frame my needs and goals
especially to GOA donors in a context that is respectful of other people’s deeper values and
beliefs.
How understanding Lenses will help GOA
The vision statement of GOA binds the organization to impact our communities by church
growth, compassion, leadership training and conflict resolution ministries. Understanding of
the 10 lenses will assist the four GOA vision areas to a certain extent.
Currently, I’m using my integrationist’s lenses to bring leaders from different tribes in my
church to discuss the 10 lenses and how they affect our congregations. The result has been
tremendous. The leaders from different tribes are enjoying to mix as they discuss sensitive
topics such as inter-tribal marriages. Sharing a copy of my book on the 10 lenses with a
couple that has had conflict resulting from their inter-tribal marriages has provided them with
a guide for discussion of issues that non of the spouse knew how to introduce.
By virtue of GOA’s vision and mission, we have congregations that comprises of nearly 100
different tribes, who are from diverse cultural backgrounds. The 10 lenses will provide the
tools that are essential to creating a deeper level of understanding among different tribes and
varied perspectives. With this understanding I believe people will appreciate different
cultures.
The GOA conflict resolution director has in the past 2 years faced the challenge of hosting
Peace and Conflict resolution seminars without a curriculum. She has now introduced the 10
lenses to help the conflicting parties to examine their perspective.
Understanding of the 10 lenses will improve GOA leadership’s abilities to create human
resources system that address the needs of diverse employee populations. Creation of such
systems will be a gradual process with the understanding that people respond differently to
organizational change. “Global leadership challenges include how to manage the inevitable
cross-cultural differences that surface as employees with different cultural values and native
tongues attempt to work closely together”. (Spreitzer, Gretchem and Cumming Thome,
2001). The realization that as the Executive Director of GOA I’m more inclined to use the
Multiculturalist’s lenses than other lenses is the beginning of changing GOA’s human
resources system. My Multiculturalists lenses “May ignore, under estimate or minimize the
genuine challenge of creating a truly inclusive organization”. (Kirk, Lecture z). My assumption
that the greater the diversity the better, has been challenged, to think that sometimes I may

need to wear both colour blind and multiculturalists lenses to strike a compromised
perspective of cultural realities.
GOA’s managers’ ability to recognize and develop strengths in employees across diverse
populations is being realized through my sharing of lenses being learnt from the 10 lenses.
Resulting from the understanding of the 10 lenses the GOA human resource manager is
reviewing his human resource manual. The current human resource manual seems to have
been highly influenced by the integration it’s, multiculturalists and transcendent lenses. It is
too friendly to Christian’s employees from diverse denominations. Three out of sixteen
employees at the GOA office are members of other denominations. Since performing well is
as good as integrating, we may need to include some meritocratic views in the GOA human
resource manual. While the manual is friendly to Christians across denominations, some
adjustments may need to be done to on the recruitment of staff policy, to include people from
other tribes. All the 16 GOA staff at the head office are from the kikuyu tribe.
How understanding of the 10 Lenses may be a barrier, to inclusive organizational
culture
My understanding of the 10 lenses has made me to be over sensitive to both the behavioral
patterns of GOA Managers, leaders and partners, and myself. While it is positive to be
cautious, the awareness of the 10 lenses may create fear and lack of confidence in Cross
cultural communications. It is possible to focus so much on the lenses that the personal
aspects of relationships are lost.
Human relationships cannot be managed mechanically. It is not as easily as putting one
lenses for a particular situation and replacing the lenses for a different situation. As Kirk
correctly observes, “we might even use different lenses to different degrees in various
situations. People change and so do our perceptions”. (Kirk ,lecture 2). Worldview consists of
the shared framework of ideas held by a particular Society concerning how they perceive the
world”. Burnet, (2001). Application of the 10 lenses in such a limited approach in complex
human relationships may be counter productive in building and maintaining an inclusive
organizational culture.
Conclusion
John Maxwell in my daily devotion of February 3rd asked; “What price are you willing to pay
to be a more effective leader?” (Maxwell, 2003). As I reflected on Maxwell’s question during
my devotion another question popped into my mind. What are you willing to give up in order
to reach the lost in your world for Christ. Many sincere Christians who have gone out in
response to God’s calling and gave up so much for the sake of the Gospel still cling on to
their prized cultural traditions as they received it. Either knowingly or unknowingly they can’t
accept that different people have a different perception of reality and therefore fail to adjust
their communication of the Gospel and practices of Christianity to facilitated evangelization
and the transformation of people. “Culture is all learned behavior which is socially acquired
that is, the material and non material traits which are passed on from one generation” to
another (Nida, 1998) Building and maintaining an inclusive organizational culture in GOA
must begin by leaders like myself giving up some of our socially acquired behaviour and
traits, so that we may nourish diverse employees and serve multicultural customers.
GOA being a cross cultural organization will benefit from the understanding of the 10 lenses.
More lives will be changed. More people will be empowered in an environment that respects
diversity. However, the change must start on a personal leadership level before it grows into
organizational change. It is likely to be gradual and needs to be cautiously implemented.
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